System Integration
Secure, Real-time, Bi-directional
System Interface Using SOA

THE GOOD NEWS. You get the go-ahead to modernize and improve the Diabetic Disease
Prevention database.

Futrend’s most

THE BAD NEWS. The 5 partner agencies and 10 participating hospitals each use different
IT systems that can’t communicate or share data. Once again, you have to develop a new
system or new database. Your program faces potentially serious delays and a cost over-run.

implementation of

Or not … Futrend’s Service-Oriented Architecture System Integration Service facilitates
data sharing and transaction processing among systems, enabling:
•
•
•
•

Real-time, records processing – no batching, no manual reconciliation, no waiting
Flexible, adaptable, event-driven tracking that integrates old and future systems
Multiple system integration across departments, among partners, and between programs
End-to-end authentication, integrity and confidentiality through secure, encrypted
Web Services
• Increased program efficiency and data accuracy

recent successful

Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA)
was considered as
“one of the finest
implementations”
and won praises from
HHS/NIH management.

IS FUTREND’S SYSTEM INTEGRATION YOUR SOLUTION?
As agencies adopt new Federal CIO Council standards, organizations prepared for the challenges of
SOA will be uniquely positioned to take advantage of new technologies.  Investing in service-oriented
architecture helps you integrate multiple, complex systems without expensive system overhauls.  
Futrend’s System Integration service allows you to achieve objectives, meet deadlines, reduce
wait-time and prevent costly delays. It features:

•
•
•
•

Publish-subscribe methodology
Share reusable Web Services
Loosely coupled integration architecture
Web Service Security  

To learn how Futrend’s System Integration can help you keep mission-critical, deadline-driven projects
on time and on budget, visit www.futrend.com to download our white papers and publications. Or
contact us directly at 703-556-0016 or 1-866-FUTREND.
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